
One Dangerous Rescue 
 

In the Kingdom of Arcadia, everybody lives in fear of Asgoth the terrible. All 
except Jamie. For Jamie has a secret weapon, Firefly the dragon. If Jamie is 
brave enough to defeat the great wizard, the land of Arcadia would be free once 
more. 

 Asgoth was ruling the kingdom unfairly and Jamie thought it was time to put a 
stop to it.  

Jamie ran into the castle. 

“I’m not scared of you,” he said. 

“Oh yeah?” yelled Asgoth.  

“Yeah,” said Jamie quite nervously. I have Firefly; and I will be safe always and 
forever.” 

Jamie started to go and get equipment but Asgoth stopped him.  

“Where do you think you’re going, little boy?”  

“Ah,” said Jamie not knowing what to say. “I’m going to get everyone to come 
and worship you.”  

He turned and bowed and then he ran out with a blink of an eye but he didn’t go 
to get anyone at all. 

Jamie came back with a rake and a shovel. 

“Where are my people?” Asgoth yelled.  

“I don’t have them.” 

“What did you say?” Asgoth shouted at him. 

“I said I don’t have your people because they’re not yours and they never will 
be yours, although one day we’ll have a fair ruler. I will give you five minutes 
to leave,” yelled Jamie.   

“Are you talking to me?” yelled Asgoth in a furious voice.  



“In fact I am - so get out now!” yelled Jamie in a really strong voice.  

Asgoth was about to back when in came Firefly with all the townspeople.  

“AHH HELP” squealed Asgoth. He jumped up on the back of the chair and the 
chair fell over. Everybody started laughing.  

He got up everybody ran out, apart from Jamie and Firefly. Jamie was sitting on 
Firefly’s head.  

“Are you sure you don’t want to leave now” asked Jamie in a strange voice. 

“Please don’t hurt me, you stupid beast!” Asgoth yelled in fear. That made 
Firefly mad! But Jamie told Firefly not to hurt him.  

“Let him run,” Jamie whispered to Firefly.  

Asgoth ran and ran.  

He never came back. 
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